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We extend excited-state structural analysis to quantify the charge-resonance and multi-exciton
character in wave functions of weakly interacting chromophores such as molecular dimers. The
approach employs charge and spin cumulants which describe inter-fragment electronic correlations in
molecular complexes. We introduce indexes corresponding to the weights of local, charge resonance,
and biexciton (with different spin structure) configurations that can be computed for general wave
functions thus allowing one to quantify the character of doubly excited states. The utility of the
approach is illustrated by applications to several small dimers, e.g., He-H2, (H2)2, and (C2H4)2,
using full and restricted configuration interaction schemes. In addition, we present calculations for
several systems relevant to singlet fission, such as tetracene, 1,6-diphenyl-1,3,5-hexatriene, and 1,3-
diphenylisobenzofuran dimers. C 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4921635]

I. INTRODUCTION

To derive physical insight from multi-configurational
correlated wave functions, one needs to be able to condense
the information contained in multi-dimensional wave function
amplitudes into a compact form, such that the essential features
of electronic structure become apparent. This can be achieved,
for example, by analyzing reduced density matrices (DMs).1–4

In the context of excited states, transition DMs or differ-
ence of the respective state DMs can be utilized (see, for
example, Refs. 5 and 6 for recent reviews of various DM-based
approaches). The state DMs are used to compute physical prop-
erties, such as observables corresponding to various operators,
e.g., dipole moment, spin, and spatial extend of the density.4

The transition DMs are also related to physical observables,
such as oscillator strengths, absorption cross sections, and elec-
tronic couplings between the states.4 One can also introduce
operators that do not correspond to physical observables, but
relate to important chemical concepts, such as atomic charges,
local spin, bond orders, resonance structures, effective num-
ber of unpaired electrons, and particle-hole distance (exciton
delocalization).7–12 The respective expectation values allow
one to dissect the character of underlying wave functions; they
provide valuable interpretation tools.

Excited-state character is often assigned by identifying
the leading wave function amplitude, e.g., the largest coeffi-
cient in the CIS (configuration interaction singles), TDDFT
(time-dependent density functional theory), ADC (algebraic
diagrammatic construction), or EOM-CC (equation-of-motion
coupled-cluster) wave function, and analyzing the respective
molecular orbitals (MOs).6,13–15 Unless special steps are taken,
these MOs are, most often, delocalized canonical Hartree-
Fock orbitals. Obviously, such analysis is only limited to the

case when the excited state is dominated by a single transition
and neglects correlation effects (such as contributions from
double excitations in EOM-CCSD). The assignment becomes
problematic when two or more configurations appear with
comparable weights. For example, a linear combination of
just two excitations involving two target MOs of a mixed
Rydberg-valence character may give rise to either pure Ry-
dberg, or pure valence, or a mixed Rydberg-valence state.14

Likewise, the separation of covalent versus charge-resonance
(CR) contributions is not straightforward. Furthermore, such
MO-based analysis is not orbital invariant and may lead to
basis-dependent artifacts.

Several overlapping approaches addressing these issues
have been introduced,5,13,16–22 see Refs. 5 and 6 for recent
reviews. Historically, the first usage of DMs (i.e., natural or-
bitals) for the interpretation of excited states has been re-
ported within the CIS framework.23 Later, transition DMs have
been exploited to analyze the localization of excited states16

and for quantifying CR.17 Based on these ideas, excited-state
structural analysis (ESSA) was developed to compute frag-
ment excitation indexes and charge transfer (CT) numbers for
CIS-like wave functions.16–18 Later, a similar approach has
been reported by Plasser and co-workers.13,22 Recently, ESSA
was extended beyond the TDA approximation to tackle the
RPA and TDDFT/RPA cases.5,21 In addition to transition DMs,
the differences of the state DMs can be utilized in a similar
fashion.16,18

Physically, the low-lying states often have one-electron
excitation character, even when they involve several interacting
electronic configurations. One-electron excitation character
means that not more than one electron is promoted by excita-
tion. Formally, it means that the norm of the respective tran-
sition one-particle DM (OPDM) equals one.24 One-electron

0021-9606/2015/142(22)/224104/16/$30.00 142, 224104-1 © 2015 AIP Publishing LLC
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character of the excitation does not mean a pure physical
character.14,15 For example, an excited state which is a linear
combination of n → π∗ and π → π∗ excitations is still a singly
excited state.15 Likewise, states of mixed Rydberg-valence
character are singly excited.14 Plasmonic excitations, that are
referred to as “collective excitations,” are singly excited states;
their collective character refers to the fact that the respective
wave functions are linear combination of many singly excited
determinants.25–27 Similarly, delocalized excitations in molec-
ular aggregates (such as excitonic bands in molecular solids
and polymers) are singly excited states.28–30

Regardless of the correlation level employed, the analysis
of such singly excited states is straightforward. One simply
needs to invoke ESSA (or a similar analysis) of OPDMs
computed using underlying wave functions. Several recent
applications of this technique are given in Refs. 31–33. Tech-
nically, this approach is exploited in, for example, Q-Chem34

where the same wave function analysis module based on
Refs. 6, 22, 31, and 35 tackles OPDMs computed from the
CIS, TDDFT, ADC,36 and EOM-CC15 wave functions. This
analysis can characterize the degree of CT and CR in excited
states, an effective number of configurations involved in an
excitation, exciton delocalization (in terms of average particle-
hole distance), and so on.

However, such analyses are not applicable to the states of a
doubly excited character. For these states, the initial and final
states differ by the states of two electrons. Consequently, for
purely doubly excited states, the norm of transition OPDM is
zero. Even when such states have some singly excited character
(giving rise to a non-zero norm of OPDM), the information
about doubly excited part of the wave function is not explicitly
present in OPDM. Thus, it is desirable to extend ESSA to quan-
tify the character of doubly excited states. Moreover, in some
cases, one may wish to describe the character of a particular
state on its own, and not relative to another state. For example,
in strongly correlated systems, such as molecular magnets, the
ground state may develop a rather complicated character and
it may be desirable to analyze its wave function in terms of
dominant configurations of various physical types. To achieve
these goals, here we present an extension of ESSA aiming to
quantify electronic structure of complex wave functions based
on reduced state DMs rather than transition and difference
DMs.

States of doubly excited character are well known in
molecules, semiconductors, and nanostructures. In one-photon
spectroscopy, they are optically dark, unless, of course, they
are mixed with singly excited states. They can be accessed by
a two-photon excitation or via radiationless relaxation from
higher excited states. Our interest in these states was sparked
by singlet fission,37,38 a process that may improve the efficiency
of solar cells by generating more than two charge carriers
per each absorbed photon. This enhancement is achieved by
converting the initially excited bright state (a single singlet
exciton) into a dark state that can be described as two singlet-
coupled triplet states (hence, triplet biexciton) localized on
two adjacent chromophores. A reverse process, triplet-triplet
annihilation, is also of interest in the context of non-linear
materials for frequency up-conversion.39

The salient aspects of electronic structure of singlet
fission24,40 and triplet-triplet annihilation39 are summarized in
Fig. 1. The initially excited state (i.e., the lowest bright singlet
state) can be described as a linear combination of the local
excitations (LE) of individual fragments plus some CR config-
urations. Following Refs. 24 and 40, we denote these states as
S1(AB) and S1′(AB). Asymptotically, these states correlate to
the S1 states of the monomers. The multiexciton (ME) states are
dominated by doubly excited (with respect to the closed-shell
ground state) configurations. In the ME manifold, 1ME state of
the TT character (two singlet-coupled triplet states) is the most
important one, as it can couple to the initially excited singlet
state, S1(AB) or S1′(AB) (note that EX and ME configurations
cannot be coupled by a one-electron operator, consequently, it
is the admixture of CR configurations in the adiabatic S1(AB)
and ME states that facilitates the coupling). As one can see, the
key state in singlet fission, the 1ME state, has dominant doubly
excited character. Consequently, this state cannot be described
by standard electronic structure methods, such as CIS, TDDFT,
or even EOM-EE-CCSD.41 A practical approach to this sort of
electronic structure is based on the spin-flip (SF) method.42–44

In particular, this state (as well as other states from Fig. 1) can
be described by double SF ansatz starting from a high-spin
quintet. 45,46 The RASCI-2SF method has been successfully
employed to model various aspects of singlet fission.40,47–51

In this paper, we present a new method based on charge
and spin cumulants that allows one to unambiguously identify
ME states in weakly coupled chromophores and to quantify

FIG. 1. Relevant Ms = 0 electronic
configurations of the AB dimer
expressed using molecular orbitals
localized on individual moieties. hA

and hB denote the HOMO localized
on A and B, respectively, lA and
lB denote the respective LUMOs.
(a) Ground state, S0(A)S0(B). (b)
Localized singly excited configurations
(LE) giving rise to singlet and triplet
excitonic states, c1S0(A)S1(B)+c2S1
(A)S0(B) and c1S0(A)T1(B)+c2T1
(A)S0(B). (c) Charge-resonance (CR)
configurations, A+B− and A−B+.
(d) Configurations giving rise to
the multiexciton (ME) manifolds,
1,3,5T1(A)T1(B) and 1S1(A)S1(B).
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their character, e.g., the mixing of pure ME and CR configura-
tions. The latter play a crucial role in controlling the magnitude
of electronic couplings between the initially excited bright
state and the ME state,24,40 which facilitates a crucial initial step
in singlet fission. These tools can also be used for molecular
magnets.52 The method is based on state DMs rather than on
transition DMs.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section II de-
scribes relevant electronic states of a bichromophore. Sec-
tion III introduces charge cumulants characterizing electronic
charge correlations. In Section IV, charge cumulants are em-
ployed to estimate charge transfer and charge resonance
contributions in dimer wave functions. Section V presents
the spin-cumulant technique and spin-component analysis for
doubly excited states. Section VI supplements the analysis by
the local excitation indexes, thus presenting a complete anal-
ysis scheme for the correlated dimer states of mixed character.
Section VII presents numeric examples. Our final remarks are
given in Section VIII.

Appendices present derivations of programmable expres-
sions, as well as an algorithm for computing charge and spin
cumulants for general CI wave functions and an orbital frag-
ment localization algorithm based on Mulliken charges.

II. ELECTRONIC STATES OF MOLECULAR DIMERS

Our approach is based on super-molecular wave functions.
That is, we first calculate adiabatic wave functions of a dimer
and then analyze it in terms of the wave functions (or prop-
erties) of individual chromophores. This should be contrasted
to excitonic-model type of approaches in which the dimer
states are constructed from the wave functions of individual
fragments (see, for example, Refs. 53–55).

Here, we describe electronic wave functions of weakly
coupled chromophores in terms of the electronic states of the
individual moieties. In this case, the fragment’s wave functions
can be made strongly orthogonal to each other. In the case
of molecular dimers, the separation between the two frag-
ments is straightforward. In covalently linked chromophores,
one needs to define a separation between the two units using
physical considerations. In the discussion below, we employ
the representation using orthonormal MOs localized on the
individual chromophores. In this representation, the configura-
tions corresponding to different fragment states are orthogonal.
Orbitals can be localized after the SCF step, prior to correlated
calculations. In practical calculations, delocalized canonical
MOs are most commonly used, so the orbitals can be localized
a posteriori and the resulting transformation can be applied
to the wave function amplitudes and DMs transforming them
into a localized representation. For the methods such as CIS,
TDDFT, ADC, and EOM-CC that are invariant with respect to
orbital rotations within either an occupied or virtual subspace
(occupied and virtual orbital spaces are defined by the choice
of the reference determinantΦ0), such transformation does not
affect energies or observables of the respective states.

Fig. 1 shows relevant electronic configurations of a molec-
ular dimer in terms of frontier molecular orbitals (HOMO and
LUMO) of the individual monomers, A and B. The ground-
state wave function of the dimer is an antisymmetrized product

of the two ground-state wave functions, S0(A)S0(B) ≡ |AB⟩.
In the ground state, the number of electrons in each fragment
is NA and NB, and the total number of electrons in the dimer
is N = NA + NB. Panel (b) shows localized single excitations
(LE) S0(A)S1(B) ≡ |AB∗⟩ and S1(A)S0(B) ≡ |A∗B⟩; they give
rise to excitonic states, S1(AB) and S1′(AB) using the notations
from Ref. 40. Collectively, these configurations can be denoted
as |ΨLE⟩,

|ΨLE⟩ = cA|A∗B⟩ + cB|AB∗⟩. (1)

In real many-electron adiabatic states, these excitonic config-
urations mix with CR configurations, A+B− and A−B+ shown
in panel (c). Note that the presence of the CR configurations
(often misleadingly referred to as charge transfer) does not
imply a permanent charge separation in the dimer; rather, these
configurations describe the ionic character of underlying wave
functions. The collective contribution of the CR configurations
can be denoted as |ΨCR⟩,

|ΨCR⟩ = tAB|A+B−⟩ + tBA|A−B+⟩. (2)

Finally, panel (d) shows electronic configurations giving rise
to ME states that can be described as two coupled excited
states of the monomers. Here, we are concerned about the state
that can be described as two triplets coupled to a singlet state,
1T1(A)T1(B). The same determinants give rise to 1S1(A)S1(B),
which, in principle, can be coupled with other singlet states
including the 1TT biexciton. The respective contribution of
such configurations to the total wave function can be denoted
as |ΨME⟩,

|ΨME⟩ = dAB|A∗B∗⟩. (3)

As evident from Fig. 1, the shorthand notations employed here
hide multi-determinant nature of these states which arises due
to spin-adaptation. For example, |ΨME⟩ comprises all 4 deter-
minants from row (d) in Fig. 1, with the weights determined
by the spin-coupling rules.

Using the above notations and assuming strong orthog-
onality between fragments’ MOs, a general adiabatic wave
function of the dimer can be written as

|Ψ⟩ ≈ |ΨLE⟩ + |ΨCR⟩ + |ΨME⟩
= cA|A∗B⟩ + cB|AB∗⟩ + tAB|A+B−⟩
+ tBA|A−B+⟩ + dAB|A∗B∗⟩. (4)

Here, we neglected the contributions of multiple CR terms
(such as |An+Bn−⟩) and higher than double excitations. Within
this approximation, the respective coefficients are normalized
to 1,

|cA|2 + |cB|2 + |tAB|2 + |tBA|2 + |dAB|2 = 1, (5)

such that the respective values can be used to quantify the
weights of particular contributions in the total wave function,
e.g., |cA|2 + |cB|2 gives the total LE character. In the case of
a non-Hermitian theory, such as EOM-CC, the states are bi-
orthonormal; thus, the weights should be defined as products
of the respective left and right amplitudes.15,56,57
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III. CHARGE CUMULANT INDEXES

The cumulant of two operators, Û and V̂ , is defined as

ΠUV ≡ ⟨Ψ|ÛV̂ |Ψ⟩ − ⟨Ψ|Û |Ψ|⟩⟨Ψ|V̂ |Ψ⟩
= ⟨ÛV̂ ⟩ − ⟨Û⟩⟨V̂ ⟩, (6)

where ⟨V̂ ⟩ denotes an expectation value of operator V̂ using a
state wave function of interest, e.g., Eq. (4). By rewriting the
above equation as follows:

ΠUV = ⟨(Û − ⟨Û⟩)(V̂ − ⟨V̂ ⟩)⟩, (7)

it becomes clear that the cumulant is non zero when the fluc-
tuations of Û and V̂ (deviations from the average values)
are correlated. For example, the charge cumulant introduced
below describes correlated (in a statistical sense) fluctuations
of electrons.

We begin by reviewing the definition and properties of
charge cumulants. A special two-electron charge density had
first appeared in the classic work of Ruedenberg58 as the gener-
alized exchange density πx. Later, the corresponding cumulant
indexes (often called the generalized bond order indexes) have
become exploited in the interpretation and analysis of elec-
tronic structure calculations (see details in Refs. 59–63).

Here, we employ a localized orthonormal MO basis set,
which can be obtained from the canonical orbitals using stan-
dard localization techniques (occupied and virtual orbitals
need to be localized separately, such that the separation be-
tween the occupied and virtual subspaces is preserved;64 this
restriction arises only because in our analysis we use wave
function amplitudes, in addition to DMs). The full basis com-
prises the orthogonal MOs localized on fragments
A and B,

{φr} ≡ {{φA
p},{φB

q }}. (8)

We note that all definitions below can be formulated using
atomic orbitals (AOs), such as symmetrically orthogonal-
ized AOs that are used in the definition of Löwdin charges
and local spin operators.65 For DM-based calculations, such
as spin and charge cumulants, using orthogonalized AOs is
straightforward as the respective indexes are orbital invariant.
However, for calculations that require explicit wave functions,
it is more convenient to employ localized MOs that preserve
the invariance of the wave function (such as localization in each
RAS subspace for RAS-CI or localization within occupied and
virtual subspaces in EOM-CC) since in this case, one does not
need to invoke appropriate projectors for the wave function
amplitudes.

We now can define the local number operators

N̂A =

p∈A

p+p,

N̂B =

p∈B

p+p,
(9)

where p+ and p denote the creation and annihilation operators
corresponding to spin orbital φp. These number operators are
just the local charge operators that can be used to compute the

total number of electrons on individual fragments in a given
electronic state,

qA = ⟨N̂A⟩ and qB = ⟨N̂B⟩. (10)

We also define NA,B, the number of electrons on the respective
fragments in the reference state. The charge operators satisfy
the completeness relationship,

N̂A + N̂B =

p

p+p = N̂ . (11)

Consequently,

NA + NB = qA + qB. (12)

Using these quantities, the total change in charge (relative to
the reference state) on the individual fragments,

∆qX = NX − qX, X = A,B, (13)
∆qA = −∆qB. (14)

One can quantify the charge transfer between the fragments by

∆AB ≡
1
2
(∆qA − ∆qB)

=
NA − NB

2
− qA − qB

2
= NA − qA, (15)

which will be utilized in Sec. IV.
Using the number operators from Eq. (9), one can define

charge cumulant πAB (A , B) as

πAB ≡ ⟨N̂AN̂B⟩ − ⟨N̂A⟩⟨N̂B⟩. (16)

As a fluctuation index, πAB was introduced in Ref. 59. The defi-
nition of the diagonal cumulant index, πAA is slightly different,

πAA ≡ ⟨(N̂A)2⟩ − ⟨N̂A⟩2 − ⟨N̂A⟩. (17)

As follows from Eq. (7), πAB describes correlated (in a
statistical sense) fluctuations of atomic charges. For a pure
CR state, πAB = −1. Since in atoms connected by a covalent
bond, the decrease of density on one atom involves the increase
of the density on another one, −πAB can be interpreted as a
bond index.59,63 The physical significance of such definition
becomes clear when one considers an asymptotic behavior of
the electrostatic part of the diatomic molecular Hamiltonian;
at large interatomic separations, the attractive interaction be-
tween the pair of atoms assumes the following form63 (see also
Ref. 58, Eq. (6.41)):

ĤAB ≈
ZAZB

RAB
+

1
RAB

(N̂A − qA)(N̂B − qB). (18)

Using the above charge cumulant definitions, we can now
define full charge-cumulant matrix π,

π = *
,

πAA πAB

πAB πBB

+
-
. (19)

πAA/πBB and πAB are not independent but

πAA + πAB = −qA,

πBB + πAB = −qB.
(20)
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These sum rules can be easily verified by using Eqs. (10) and
(11). For example,

πAA + πAB = ⟨N̂A(N̂A + N̂B)⟩ − ⟨N̂A⟩(⟨N̂A⟩ + ⟨N̂B⟩) − ⟨N̂A⟩
= ⟨N̂AN̂⟩ − ⟨N̂A⟩⟨N̂⟩ − ⟨N̂A⟩
= −⟨N̂A⟩ = −qA, (21)

where we used N̂ |Ψ⟩ = N |Ψ⟩. More general cumulant iden-
tities can be found in Ref. 62. In Sec. IV, we show that the
charge cumulant matrices can be used to compute the CT
numbers and the weights of CR configurations.

Since N̂AN̂B is a two-electron operator, its calculation
requires two-particle DM (TPDM):

⟨N̂AN̂B⟩ =


p∈A,q∈B
⟨p+pq+q⟩ =


p∈A,q∈B

Γpqpq, (22)

where

Γpqr s = ⟨p+q+sr⟩. (23)

In Appendix A, we derive the contributions to this expec-
tation value from the separable part of TPDM and show that a
non-separable part of TPDM is required to obtain excited-state
CR contributions in dimers whose ground state is localized
and separable. Appendix B presents a strategy for calculating
the π-matrix without an explicit evaluation of TPDM (see also
Ref. 62). The expressions for general CI wave functions are
given in Appendix C.

IV. USING CHARGE CUMULANTS TO QUANTIFY
CHARGE RESONANCE

Local charge operators can be used to compute the number
of electrons on individual fragments, as specified by Eq. (10).
In a localized basis, OPDM can be represented as follows:

γpq = *
,

γAA
pq γAB

pq

γBA
pq γBB

pq

+
-
. (24)

Using the normalization condition, Tr[γ] = N , one can
easily show that for an asymptotically separated dimer in a
state where there is no CR between the fragments, qA = NA and
qB = NB. If the net amount of ∆AB electrons has transferred
from A to B, then

qA = NA − ∆AB and qB = NB + ∆AB, (25)

∆AB should be related to the coefficients on the respective
configurations from Eq. (2). In the case of symmetric dimers,
tAB = ±tBA; thus, even for a pure CR configuration, |ΨCR⟩,
∆AB = 0. Thus, the state OPDM alone is insufficient for quan-
tifying CR. In the case of perfectly symmetric dimers, this
problem can be circumvented by using DMO-LCFMO (dimer
molecular orbital-linear combination of fragment molecular
orbitals) framework,66 as was done in Ref. 40. A more general
approach17,18 quantifies the CR character in CIS wave func-
tions by using the so-called CT numbers (see also Ref. 21). For
singly excited states, the CR numbers can be computed from
transition OPDMs.5,6

Here, we define the CT numbers for a general dimer wave
functions given by Eq. (4). Instead of transition DMs, we
employ state DMs (OPDM and a sub-block of TPDM).

To do so, let us examine the action of local charge opera-
tors, Eq. (9), on |ΨCR⟩ in which the coefficients are normalized,
see Eq. (5). Using

N̂A|A+⟩ = (NA − 1)|A+⟩, (26)

we obtain

N̂AΨ
CR = (NA − 1)tAB|A+B−⟩ + (NA + 1)tBA|A−B+⟩,

N̂BΨ
CR = (NB + 1)tAB|A+B−⟩ + (NB − 1)tBA|A−B+⟩. (27)

From these, the fragments’ populations are

qA = (NA − 1)|tAB|2 + (NA + 1)|tBA|2
= NA − |tAB|2 + |tBA|2. (28)

Likewise, qB = NB + |tAB|2 − |tBA|2. We can then compute
∆AB defined by Eq. (15) as

∆AB = |tAB|2 − |tBA|2. (29)

We now employ charge cumulants to quantify the degree
of CR, which is given by the respective weights of CR config-
urations. Thus, we define CR numbers as

wCR
A→B ≡ |tAB|2, wCR

B→ A ≡ |tBA|2. (30)

Using these numbers,

wCR
A→B − wCR

B→ A = ∆AB (31)

and the total CR weight is then

wCR ≡ wCR
A→B + wCR

B→ A. (32)

Consequently, the individual CR contributions can be com-
puted as follows:

wCR
A→B =

wCR − ∆AB

2
and wCR

B→ A =
wCR + ∆AB

2
. (33)

We now introduce the expression for wCR,

wCR = (∆AB)2 − πAB. (34)

This important relation follows from Eqs. (16), (27), and defi-
nitions (30)-(32). Thus, Eqs. (33) and (34) provide a direct way
for estimating CR weights.

By using the result from Appendix A, we obtain

πAB = (πAB)sep +


p∈A,q∈B
Γ̃
ABAB
pqpq ,

= Ncorr
A Ncorr

B +


p∈A,q∈B
Γ̃
ABAB
pqpq , (35)

where Γ̃ denotes a non-separable part of TPDM and (πAB)sep
is given by Eq. (A7). For the cases when ∆AB = 0 (such as
symmetric dimers), wCR = −πAB. Since Ncorr are usually
small,

wCR ≈ −


p∈A,q∈B
Γ̃
ABAB
pqpq . (36)

Thus, we can see that it is mostly the contribution from Γ̃ that
gives rise to non-zero CR.

We note that Eqs. (33) and (15) are valid for a general wave
function, Eq. (4), since the LE configurations do not contribute
to the CR or CT indexes.
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Finally, it is instructive to consider matrices π for the two
limiting cases, a pure LE state and a pure CR state in the case
of a symmetric dimer,

π(LE) = *..
,

−N
2

0

0 −N
2

+//
-
, (37)

π(CR) = *..
,

−N
2
+ 1 −1

−1 −N
2
+ 1

+//
-
. (38)

Thus, unlike local charges defined by charge operators, the cu-
mulant matrices provide a clear-cut distinction between these
two different types of electronic structure.

V. SPIN CORRELATORS FOR CHARGE RESONANCE
AND BIEXCITONS

Further information about the nature of an electronic state
is provided by spin cumulants called spin correlators. Spin
correlators for molecules had made their first appearance in
Ref. 67 where the Penney-Dirac bond order was introduced.
Later, they have been applied to large conjugated systems and
polymers.68 Local spin operators and spin correlators have
been used in the context of diradicals and molecular mag-
nets.65,69,70 We will follow the technique described in Appen-
dix C (see also Refs. 71 and 72).

Spin correlators enable the calculation of the weight of
the multiexciton component, |ΨME⟩ (more precisely, its TT-
contribution to Eq. (4)). Here, we need to distinguish between
the two spin types of the overall singlet doubly excited state,
Eq. (3). One set of configurations can be described as double
excitation of a singlet-singlet (SS) type corresponding to the
two monomers in their singlet excited states. These config-
urations would asymptotically correlate with the S1(A)S1(B)
state; thus, their energies are expected to be much higher than
the contributions of a TT type, which correlate to T1(A)T1(B).
In the TT configuration, the two monomers are in their triplet
excited states. Thus, we refine Eq. (3) as follows:

|ΨME⟩ = |ΨSS⟩ + |ΨTT⟩, (39)

where

|ΨSS⟩ ≡ dSS
AB|A∗S=0B∗S=0⟩, (40)

|ΨTT⟩ ≡ dTT
AB|A∗S=1B∗S=1⟩. (41)

As discussed in the Introduction, our interest here is in a |ΨTT⟩-
type of multi-exciton states.

Since there is no inter-fragment spin coupling in |ΨLE⟩ and
|ΨSS⟩ configurations, we compute inter-fragment spin corre-
lators for the |ΨCR⟩ + |ΨTT⟩ part of the wave function. Using
spin-adaptation rules,

|A+B−⟩ = 1
√

2

(|A+↑B−↓ ⟩ − |A+↓B−↑ ⟩
)

(42)

and

|A∗S=1B∗S=1⟩ =
1
√

3

(|A∗↑↑B∗↓↓⟩ + |A∗↓↓B∗↑↑⟩ − |AS=1
↑↓ BS=1

↑↓ ⟩) , (43)

where the last term denotes the total of four Slater determinants
coupled into the Ms = 0 local triplet excitations.

For the dimer singlet states, it is sufficient to define only a
z-component of spin correlator matrix ZSpin,

ZSpin = *
,

ZAA ZAB

ZAB ZBB

+
-
, (44)

where the individual spin correlators are

ZAA = ⟨(ŜA
z )2⟩,

ZBB = ⟨(ŜB
z )2⟩,

ZAB = ⟨ŜA
z ŜB

z ⟩.
(45)

Here, ŜA,B
z are local spin operators acting on fragments A and

B, respectively, e.g.,

ŜA
z =

1
2


p∈A

(
p+↑p↑ − p+↓p↓

)
=

1
2

(
N̂α

A − N̂ β
A

)
. (46)

In the case of the dimer singlet states, the elementary sum rules
are valid,33 e.g., ZAA + ZAB = 0. Thus, ZSpin has the following
form:

ZSpin = ZAA
*
,

1 −1
−1 1

+
-
. (47)

We can now compute individual terms from Eq. (45) for
|ΨCR⟩ + |ΨTT⟩. We find that ZAA =

1
4 and 2

3 for |ΨCR⟩ and
|ΨTT⟩, respectively. Thus, for the total wave function, Eq. (4),
we have

ZAA =
wCR

4
+

2|dTT
AB|2
3

. (48)

Let us define the TT weight as

wTT ≡ |dTT
AB|2. (49)

Then,

wTT = 3
(

ZAA

2
− wCR

8

)
, (50)

where wCR is defined by Eq. (32). Eq. (50) allows us to identify
the TT state and to quantify the weight of the ME configura-
tions in the total wave function.

VI. LOCAL EXCITATIONS

We now proceed to estimate the remaining weights. The
local excitation weights are defined as

wLE
A,B ≡ |cA,B|2 (51)

and the weight of double SS configurations is

wSS
AB = |dSS

AB|2. (52)

From the normalization condition,

wLE
A + wLE

B + wSS
AB = 1 − wCR − wTT

AB. (53)

If the weight of SS configurations is small (as expected for
the states relevant for singlet fission), then the total LE weight
(wA + wB) can be computed from wCR and wTT

AB by using the
normalization requirement, Eq. (5).
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TABLE I. Expressions for computing weights of local excitation, charge resonance, and biexcitonic
contributions.

Quantity Property How to compute Relationship to Eq. (4)

wLE
A Weight of LE on A


ia∈A |rai |2+ 1

4


i jab∈A |rab
i j |2 |cA|2

wLE
B Weight of LE on B


ia∈B |rai |2+ 1

4


i jab∈B |rab
i j |2 |cB |2

∆AB Net CT between A and B NA−qA |tAB |2− |tBA|2
wCR Total weight of CR terms (∆AB)2−πAB |tAB |2+ |tBA|2
wCR

A→B
Weight of B→ A CR wCR−∆AB

2 |tAB |2
wCR

B→ A
Weight of A→ B CR wCR+∆AB

2 |tBA|2
wTT

AB Weight of 1TT ME terms 3( ZAA
2 − wCR

8 ) |dTT
AB |2

wSS
AB

Weight of 1SS ME terms wSS
AB
= 1−wLE−wCR−wTT

AB |dSS
AB

|2

In a more general case, the total weight of LE config-
urations can be estimated by transforming the wave func-
tion amplitudes into a localized basis and summing up the
squares of all amplitudes localized on individual fragments.
For example, for a wave function with single and double exci-
tations,

wLE
A =


ia∈A

|rai |2 +
1
4


i jab∈A

|rabi j |2. (54)

Again, in the case of a non-Hermitian theory, such as EOM-
CCSD, products of left and right amplitudes should be
computed.15,56,57 Thus, wSS

AB
can be computed as

wSS
AB = 1 − wLE

A − wLE
B − wCR

A→B − wCR
B→ A − wTT

AB. (55)

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We now have a full set of indexes needed to characterize
dimers’ excited states,

{wLE
A , wLE

B , wCR
A→B, w

CR
B→ A, w

SS
AB, w

TT
AB}.

Table I summarizes the equations for calculating these quan-
tities and how they relate to the coefficients of the wave func-
tion, Eqs. (4) and (39). The calculations of wLE requires the
explicit wave function amplitudes expressed in a fragment-
localized basis; all other indexes can be computed from the
reduced state DMs.

In derivations of Eqs. (4) and (5), it is assumed that the
ground-state wave function, |AB⟩, is separable and can be

represented by an anti-symmetrized product of general many-
electron wave functions of the fragments. Thus, the config-
urations in Eq. (4) represent local and CR excitations with
respect to the separable ground-state wave function. The calcu-
lations of quantities defined by DMs do not depend on the
exact structure of the ground-state wave function. However,
in calculations using wave function amplitudes, Eq. (54), in
the present paper we assume that the ground state, |AB⟩, is
dominated by a single Slater determinant. When this is not
the case and the ground-state wave function features signifi-
cant correlation effects (such as large contributions of excited
determinants), one also needs to consider the mixing of the
reference determinant into other states (the respective weight
can be denoted by w0). In principle, the calculation can be
formulated in a more general way, that is, assuming that |AB⟩
represent a general separable wave function of the dimer. In
the case of EOM-EE, such formulation is straightforward—
one simply needs to consider only the EOM amplitudes when
computing wLE; however, for RAS-CI or EOM-SF, additional
steps are necessary.

We note that the LE indexes, wLE
A,B, and CR numbers,

wCR
X→Y , are similar to the ESSA excitation indexes, lA,B, and

the CT numbers, lX→Y . While in the case of CIS they give
identical answers, they can be computed for any correlated
wave functions and not only for singly excited states. The
bi-excitonic indexes, wSS

AB
and wTT

AB, are introduced in this
work and do not have a counterpart in ESSA. We note that
these indexes cannot be computed for CIS/TDDFT wave
functions; neither can they be determined from transition
OPDM.

FIG. 2. Structures of selected dimers. (a) Perfectly stacked ethylene dimer (D2h). (b) Tetracene dimer from the X-ray structure. (c) DPH dimer featuring the
largest coupling48 (dimer1 from the orthorhombic form). (d) DPBF dimer that has the largest ME-S1 couplings48 (dimer3 from the α form).
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TABLE II. Analysis of low-lying singlet excited states in H2-He and (H2)2 using FCI/cc-pVDZ wave functions. Eex and fl denote excitation energy and
oscillator strength, respectively.

System State Character Eex, eV (fl) wLE
A wLE

B wCR
A→B

wCR
B→ A

wSS
AB

wTT
AB

H2-Hea

Σ+ LE 13.96 (0.53) 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
Σ+ LE 21.41 0.99 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
Σ+ CR 24.72 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.00
Σ+ LE 29.41 0.98 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.00

(H2)2b T-shaped
B2 LE 13.91 (0.51) 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00
A1 LE 13.94 (0.55) 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00
A1 CR 16.83 (0.02) 0.01 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.00 0.00
B2 CR 17.28 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.00 0.01
A1 LE 21.16 0.01 0.89 0.00 0.08 0.02 0.00
A1 TT 21.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.97
B1 SS 27.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.98 0.01

(H2)2 parallel
B1g LE 13.47 0.45 0.45 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.00
B2u LE 14.07 (1.00) 0.46 0.46 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.00
B3u CR 17.02 (0.04) 0.02 0.02 0.48 0.48 0.00 0.00
B1g CR 17.21 0.04 0.04 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00
Ag TT 21.32 0.04 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.90
Ag SS 27.55 0.02 0.02 0.15 0.15 0.66 0.01

aLabels A and B correspond to the H2 and He fragments, respectively.
bLabels A and B mark the top and the handle monomer, respectively.

Below, we illustrate the utility of the extended ESSA
scheme by considering low-lying excited states of several
model systems, such as H2-He, sandwich and T-shaped (H2)2
structures, ethylene, as well as tetracene, DPH (1,6-diphenyl-
1,3,5-hexatriene), and DPBF (1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran)
dimers.

A. Computational details

The calculations for small dimers were performed using
full configuration interaction (FCI). For other systems, the
RAS-CI approach was used. All calculations were performed
using production-level RAS-SF code in Q-Chem.34,73

TABLE III. Analysis of the S1 and ME states in ethylene dimer using the RAS(4,4)-2SF/6-31G(d) wave functions. Eex and fl denote excitation energy and
oscillator strength, respectively.

Structure State Character Eex, eV (fl) wLE
A wLE

B wCR
A→B

wCR
B→ A

wSS
AB

wTT
AB

D2h

∆X =∆Y = 0
B1g LE 9.30 0.34 0.34 0.14 0.14 0.03 0.00
Ag ME 8.51 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.98

C2h

∆X = 0.8 ∆Y = 0
Ag LE 9.65 0.37 0.37 0.09 0.09 0.03 0.05
Ag ME 8.50 0.01 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.93

C2h

∆X = 0.0 ∆Y = 0.8
Ag LE 9.50 0.37 0.37 0.12 0.12 0.03 0.00
Ag ME 8.55 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.99

C2h

∆X = 0.0 ∆Y = 2.0
Ag LE 10.05 0.45 0.45 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.00
Ag ME 8.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

C2v

∆X = 0.0 ∆Y = 0.0
A1 LE 9.94 (0.02) 0.35 0.58 0.00 0.03 0.04 0.00
A1 ME 8.67 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00
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TABLE IV. Analysis of the electronic states in tetracene dimer using the RAS(4,4)-2SF/(C:cc-pVTZ-f/H:cc-
pVDZ) wave functions. Eex and fl denote excitation energy and oscillator strength, respectively.

Structure State Character Eex, eV (fl) wLE
A wLE

B wCR
A→B

wCR
B→ A

wSS
AB

wTT
AB

D2h

R = 3.7 Å
B3g (S1) LE 3.11 0.30 0.30 0.19 0.19 0.02 0.00
B1u (S1′) CR 4.00 (0.34) 0.22 0.22 0.25 0.25 0.04 0.00
B1u (S2) CR 4.13 (0.38) 0.23 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.04 0.00
B3g (S2′) CR 4.64 0.17 0.17 0.31 0.31 0.02 0.00
Ag (1ME) TT 3.13 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.00 0.93

D2h

R = 6.0 Å
B3g (S1) LE 3.82 0.47 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00
B1u (S1′) LE 3.93 (0.73) 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
B1u (S2) CR 4.87 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00
B3g (S2′) CR 4.87 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00
Ag (1ME) TT 3.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

C2h

∆x = 0.5 ring
Bg (S1) LE 3.82 0.45 0.45 0.02 0.02 0.06 0.00
Au (S1′) CR 4.09 (0.29) 0.18 0.18 0.30 0.30 0.04 0.01
Bg (S2) CR 4.18 0.02 0.02 0.47 0.47 0.00 0.01
Au (S2′) LE 4.27 (0.41) 0.27 0.27 0.20 0.20 0.06 0.00
Ag (1ME) TT 3.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

C2h

∆x = 1 ring
Bg (S1) LE 3.53 0.32 0.32 0.15 0.15 0.05 0.00
Au (S1′) LE 4.09 (0.59) 0.39 0.39 0.07 0.07 0.08 0.00
Au (S2) CR 4.36 (0.12) 0.07 0.07 0.42 0.42 0.01 0.00
Bg (S2′) CR 4.69 0.14 0.14 0.34 0.34 0.02 0.00
Ag (1ME) TT 3.29 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.98

X-raya

S1 LE 4.04 (0.39) 0.70 0.04 0.02 0.16 0.06 0.01
S1′ LE 4.16 (0.20) 0.14 0.65 0.00 0.13 0.07 0.01
S2 CR 4.41 (0.16) 0.06 0.21 0.01 0.67 0.02 0.02
S2′ CR 5.09 (0.03) 0.03 0.02 0.94 0.00 0.01 0.01
1ME TT 3.74 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.96

aFor definition of A and B labels, see the structure from Ref. 40.

In H2-He and (H2)2 calculations, rHH = 0.711 44 Å. In
H2-He (C∞v structure), the He atom is located at 3.33 Å from
the HH bond midpoint. In the parallel (H2)2 structure (D2h
symmetry), the monomers are 3.00 Å apart. In the T-shaped
structure (C2v), the distance between the bond midpoints of
the two monomers is 3.49 Å.

Ethylene dimer calculations were performed using the
basis set and the geometries from Ref. 24. We considered
a perfectly stacked sandwich (D2h structure) as well as

TABLE V. S1-ME ∥γ∥ for selected DPH dimers.48

Structure Form ∥γ∥
Dimer1 M 0.104
Dimer1 O 0.018
Dimer2 M 0.001
Dimer2 O 0.006
Dimer3 M 2 × 10−5

Dimer3 O 4 × 10−4

two displaced (C2h) structures, one along the CC bond
(X-displacement) and one in a perpendicular direction (Y -
displacement). We also included a structure with two non-
equivalent fragments in which one of the ethylene molecules
is rotated along the long axis by 90◦ (C2v).

Tetracene dimer calculations were performed using the
selected geometries from Ref. 40. DPH and DPBF dimers
calculations were performed using the geometries from
Ref. 48. The calculations of tetracene, DPH, and DPBF
dimers employed a mixed basis set:40 the cc-pVTZ basis with
f-functions removed for C/O and the cc-pVDZ basis for H.

Fig. 2 shows selected structures.
The calculations for ethylene, tetracene, DPH, and DPBF

were performed with RAS(4,4)-2SF using a high-spin ROHF
quintet reference. We note that due to the lack of dynamic
correlation, RAS-2SF energies of the excitonic singlet dimer
states, S1(AB) and S1′(AB), are overestimated relative to the
ME state. The state energies can be corrected by using a simple
correction, as was done in Refs. 40, 47, and 48. Here, we report
raw, uncorrected RAS-2SF energies. The state composition is
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not affected by the correction. The RAS wave function was
computed using orthogonal fragment orbitals. RAS1, RAS2,
and RAS3 spaces were localized separately by maximizing
the Mulliken charges on each fragment (see Appendix D).
To univocally label the fragment orbitals within the RAS2
space as occupied or virtual, we split the ROHF frontier singly
occupied orbitals defining RAS2 into the two pairs with lower
and higher energies and localize them separately. Core electron
excitations and transitions to the highest virtual orbitals (72,
72, and 84 in tetracene, DPH, and DPBF dimers, respectively)
were not included in the RAS-2SF calculations of tetracene,
DPH, and DPBF dimers. We note that for all examples, wCR

computed using the charge cumulants as specified by Eq. (34)
are within 0.5% from the values computed from the RAS-SF
wave function amplitudes.

B. Numeric examples

Table II shows the results for two small model systems,
H2-He and (H2)2. For the latter, we consider two structures,
symmetric sandwich and a T-shaped one in which the two
fragments are not equivalent.

As one can see, the two lowest states and the fourth state
in H2-He are the excited states localized on H2. The third state
corresponds to the He++H−2 charge-transfer state.

In the T-shaped H2 dimer, we observe three LE states (the
lowest one is localized on the top, and the second and third one
on the handle moiety). The contribution of CR configurations
in these states is low. Because the two monomers are not equiv-
alent, the two CR states correspond to CT between the two
fragments: ∆(A1) = 0.986 and ∆(B2) = 0.983. Consequently,
these two states also have large dipole moments—5.79 a.u. and

6.38 a.u., respectively. The dipole moments in the LE states are
much smaller, i.e., 0.02 a.u. for the two lowest LE states and
0.41 a.u. for the third LE state. Finally, the two highest states
are the ME states. As expected, the TT state is considerably
lower in energy (about 7 eV) than the SS state; it also includes
3% of the CR configurations. The dipole moment of the 1TT
state is 0.11 a.u.

In the symmetric (H2)2, the lowest two states are dark
and bright excitonic LE pair with about 4% of CR configu-
rations. Two CR states are considerably higher in energy. Due
to symmetry, there is no net CT in these states; the total dipole
moment in these states is zero. The upper CR state includes 8%
of LE character. Finally, there are two ME states. The TT state
includes 8% of LE character and 2% of CR.

Table III shows the results for ethylene dimer, a model
system used to investigate the effect of structure on the elec-
tronic couplings governing the S1 → 1ME transition24,74 as
well as excitonic interactions.75 These numbers are in a semi-
quantitative agreement (within several %) with those reported
in Ref. 24 where a more approximate analysis was conducted.
At a perfectly stacked configuration (with the fragments 3.5 Å
apart), the lowest singlet state is of the ME character, with the
admixture of 2% of the CR configurations. The LE state has
about 28% of CR. Such states composition gives rise to a large
value of ∥γ∥ (norm of transition OPDM) and, consequently,
substantial non-adiabatic coupling between S1 and 1ME.24 In
the structure displaced by 0.8 Å along the molecule axis the ME
state acquires 6% of the CR resonance character and 2% of LE
character, whereas the weight of CR configurations in the LE
states drops to 18%. The net effect on ∥γ∥ is small; it remains
nearly constant. The displacements perpendicular to molecular
axis result in the ME state developing a pure TT character and

TABLE VI. Analysis of the electronic states in DPH dimersa from the monoclinic form using the RAS(4,4)-2SF/(C,O:cc-pVTZ-f/H:cc-pVDZ) wave functions.

Structure State Character Eex, eV (fl) w0 wLE
A wLE

B wCR
A→B

wCR
B→ A

wSS
AB

wTT
AB

Dimer1 (A + B)
S0 GS 0.00 0.85 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
S1 LE 4.72 (0.02) 0.00 0.44 0.48 0.00 0.02 0.06 0.00
S1′ LE 5.13 (4.72) 0.00 0.49 0.42 0.00 0.02 0.07 0.00
S2 CR 5.30 (0.06) 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.06
S2′ CR 5.93 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.93 0.00 0.00 0.01
1ME TT 5.24 (0.01) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.00 0.94

Dimer2 (A + C)
S0 GS 0.00 0.85 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
S1 LE 4.92 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
S1′ LE 4.93 (4.85) 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
S2 CR 5.85 (0.02) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00
S2′ CR 5.86 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.49 0.00 0.01
1ME TT 5.23 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.99

Dimer3 (A + D)
S0 GS 0.00 0.83 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
S1 LE 4.73 (5.52) 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
S1′ LE 4.84 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
S2 CR 6.76 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00
S2′ CR 6.78 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00
1ME TT 4.95 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

aFor the definition of dimers and labels, see Ref. 48.
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TABLE VII. Analysis of the electronic states in DPH dimersa from the orthorhombic form using the RAS(4,4)-2SF/(C,O:cc-pVTZ-f/H:cc-pVDZ) wave
functions.

Structure State Character Eex, eV (fl) w0 wLE
A wLE

B wCR
A→B

wCR
B→ A

wSS
AB

wTT
AB

Dimer1 (A + B)
S0 GS 0.00 0.85 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
S1 LE 4.88 (0.02) 0.00 0.43 0.50 0.00 0.01 0.06 0.00
S1′ LE 5.15 (4.57) 0.00 0.50 0.42 0.00 0.01 0.07 0.00
S2 CR 5.53 (0.04) 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.96 0.00 0.02
S2′ CR 6.14 0.00 0.04 0.03 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.01
1ME TT 5.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.00 0.97

Dimer2 (A + C)
S0 GS 0.00 0.85 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
S1 LE 4.93 (4.69) 0.00 0.47 0.47 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00
S1′ LE 5.13 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
S2 CR 6.52 (0.01) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00
S2′ CR 6.52 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.49 0.00 0.01
1ME TT 5.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Dimer3 (A + D)
S0 GS 0.00 0.85 0.07 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
S1 LE 4.97 (0.75) 0.00 0.48 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00
S1′ LE 5.10 (3.96) 0.00 0.45 0.48 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00
S2 CR 6.61 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S2′ CR 6.70 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.99 0.00 0.01
1ME TT 5.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

aFor the definition of dimers and labels, see Ref. 48.

in a significant reduction in the CR configurations in the LE
state, which is consistent with the reduced interactions between
the two fragments. This leads to the decrease in ∥γ∥ and non-
adiabatic coupling. The last entry in Table III corresponds to
a structure with two non-equivalent fragments in which the
planes of the two ethylene molecules are perpendicular to each

other. In this structure, the fragments are essentially decoupled
and the S1 and 1ME states have their pure asymptotic character,
LE and 1TT.

Our next example is a tetracene dimer. The results for
the S1/S1′, S2/S2′, and the ME states are collected in Table IV
(the dimer states notations are as in Refs. 24, 40, 47, and 48

TABLE VIII. Analysis of the electronic states in DPBF dimersa from α form using the RAS(4,4)-2SF/(C,O:cc-pVTZ-f/H:cc-pVDZ) wave functions.

Structure State Character Eex, eV (fl) w0 wLE
A wLE

B wCR
A→B

wCR
B→ A

wSS
AB

wTT
AB

Dimer1 (A + B)
S0 GS 0.00 0.84 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S1 LE 4.36 (0.65) 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00
S1′ LE 4.50 (0.74) 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00
S2 CR 5.57 (0.11) 0.00 0.09 0.09 0.40 0.40 0.02 0.00
S2′ CR 5.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.50 0.00 0.00
1ME TT 3.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Dimer2 (A + C)
S0 GS 0.00 0.84 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S1 LE 4.38 (0.52) 0.00 0.90 0.01 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.00
S1′ LE 4.39 (0.73) 0.00 0.01 0.90 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.00
S2 CR 5.19 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.61 0.37 0.00 0.01
S2′ CR 5.20 (0.01) 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.37 0.60 0.00 0.01
1ME TT 3.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Dimer3 (A + D)
S0 GS 0.00 0.84 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00
S1 LE 4.40 (0.69) 0.00 0.15 0.77 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00
S1′ LE 4.41 (0.62) 0.00 0.77 0.15 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00
S2 CR 6.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
S2′ CR 6.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1ME TT 3.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

aFor the definition of dimers and labels, see Ref. 48.
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TABLE IX. Analysis of the electronic states in DPBF dimersa from β form using the RAS(4,4)-2SF/(C,O:cc-pVTZ-f/H:cc-pVDZ) wave functions.

Structure State Character Eex, eV (fl) w0 wLE
A wLE

B wCR
A→B

wCR
B→ A

wSS
AB

wTT
AB

Dimer1 (A + B)
S0 GS 0.00 0.84 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00
S1 LE 4.38 (0.65) 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00
S1′ LE 4.53 (0.73) 0.00 0.46 0.46 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00
S2 CR 5.60 (0.12) 0.00 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.68 0.02 0.00
S2′ CR 5.61 0.00 0.02 0.01 0.76 0.21 0.00 0.00
1ME TT 3.92 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Dimer2 (A + C)
S0 GS 0.00 0.84 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S1 LE 4.41 (0.55) 0.00 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.01 0.08 0.00
S1′ LE 4.41 (0.70) 0.00 0.91 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.08 0.00
S2 CR 5.22 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.69 0.29 0.00 0.01
S2′ CR 5.23 (0.01) 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.28 0.69 0.01 0.01
1ME TT 3.91 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

Dimer3 (A + D)
S0 GS 0.00 0.84 0.08 0.08 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
S1 LE 4.42 (0.61) 0.00 0.78 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00
S1′ LE 4.43 (0.69) 0.00 0.14 0.78 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00
S2 CR 6.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
S2′ CR 6.26 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1ME TT 3.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.00

aFor the definition of dimers and labels, see Ref. 48.

and are described in the Introduction). At the perfectly stacked
configuration with two fragments 3.7 Å apart, we observe
considerable mixing of the LE and CR configurations in the
four excitonic states. The ME state includes 7% of CR. At
larger separation (6.0 Å), all states acquire their pure asymp-
totic character—LE, CR, and ME. In the structures displaced
along the long molecular axis, the characters of states change
considerably. In the half-ring displaced structure, the ME state
is pure ME, and the lowest excitonic state is almost pure LE.
However, at 1-ring displaced structure, the LE, CR, and ME
configurations become mixed again. In the X-ray structure,
the two fragments are not equivalent. We observe that all four
singly excited states share both LE and CR character. The ME
state includes 3% of CR. These patterns are consistent with
the analysis of the wave functions and couplings between the
states reported in Ref. 40; however, the quantitative measures
of the weight of CR are different. For example, the weight
of the CR configuration in the ME state in the X-ray struc-
ture computed using the present scheme is much smaller than
estimated in Ref. 40. This observation again emphasizes the
importance of using the robust orbital-invariant metrics quan-
tifying the interactions between many-determinantal adiabatic
states (such as ∥γ∥) rather than relying on simple proxies
such as the diabatic state composition and weights of CR
configurations.40

As the next example, we consider selected DPH dimers
from Ref. 48. The six structures, three representative dimers
from the monoclinic (M) and orthorhombic (O) forms, feature
very different S1-ME couplings, as summarized in Table V.

The analysis of the electronic wave functions is given
in Tables VI and VII. As we can see, the trends in ∥γ∥ are
consistent with changes in the composition of the ME state—
larger couplings are observed for smaller wTT

AB; however, the

variations in the wave function appear to be quite small in
magnitude.

Finally, we consider the DPBF dimers from Ref. 48. The
calculations48 revealed that the couplings vary among various
structures taken from the X-ray structure of the two DPBF
polymorphs (called α and β forms), which explained the
experimentally observed differences in singlet fission rates and
yields. Here, we perform the analysis of the wave functions
in order to assess whether the trends in couplings can be
explained by variations in state characters. We considered 3
dimers that contribute the most into singlet fission rate. Dimer3
from the α form (shown in Fig. 2) features the largest value
of ∥γ∥ (0.014). The same dimer in the β form has practically
zero coupling. The next largest coupling was observed in
dimer1 (∥γ∥ equals 0.006 and 0.005 in the α and β forms,
respectively).

The results for the two forms are collected in Tables VIII
and IX. As one can see, the 1ME state in all structures retains its
pure 1TT character. Thus, the observed variations in ∥γ∥ should
be due to changes in the S1 state. However, as Tables VIII
and IX show, there is no significant CR contributions in the S1
states in any of the dimers; thus, based on the present analysis,
the differences in couplings cannot be attributed to the mixing
of the CR configurations. Interestingly, we do observe large
contributions of the SS configurations in the S1 and S2 state.
The presence of these configurations, which asymptotically
correlate with much higher excited state, is due to the corre-
lation effects in the ground state (the analysis for S0 is also
given in the tables). As one can see, the weight of the reference
determinant in the ground state is ∼0.8. Consequently, Φ0
mixes into other states as well. Overall, the weights presented
in Tables VIII and IX do not explain the variations in the
computed ∥γ∥, which again highlights the complexity of the
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many-electron wave functions and the limitations of a simple
diabatic framework of singlet fission.

VIII. CONCLUSION

We presented a formalism for the excited-state analysis of
electronic states in bi-chromophoric systems such as molecular
dimers or covalently linked chromophores. We use super-
molecular approach based on the wave function of the dimer.
The main assumption of the analysis is that the coupling
between the chromophores is weak and, consequently, the
ground-state wave functions can be effectively factorized.
The approach is an extension of ESSA16–18 and is based on
state rather than transition DMs. Specifically, we generalized
ESSA indexes quantifying the weights of LE and CR config-
urations to general correlated wave functions such that the
definition of these indexes is not restricted to singly excited
states. We also introduced new indexes designed to identify
and characterize multi-excitonic states. The weights of the
CR and TT excitations can be computed using charge and
spin cumulants. Our approach requires localized orbitals. For
DM-based calculations, such as spin and charge cumulants,
symmetrically orthogonalized AOs can be used, as in the
definition of Löwdin charges and local spin operators.65 In
principle, Löwdin orbitals can also be used for evaluating the
weights or local excitations by using Eq. (54) and appropriate
projectors for the wave function amplitudes. Using local-
ized MOs that preserve the invariance of the wave function
(such as localization within each RAS subspace) simplifies
the calculations. In the case when the SS ME contributions
can be neglected, the calculations only require reduced DMs,
while in a more general case, the information about the wave
function amplitudes is also required. This scheme is gen-
eral and is applicable to both symmetric and non-symmetric
systems; however, in its present form it is limited to bi-
chromophoric systems only. The utility of the approach is
illustrated by calculations on small model dimers (H2-He
and H2-H2) as well as larger systems (ethylene, tetracene,
DPH, and DPBF dimers). The calculations reveal that while
in some cases, variations in couplings can be explained by
various degree of mixing of CR configurations into the S1 and
1ME states, in other cases, this simple diabatic picture fails
to explain the computed trends. This again emphasizes the
importance of using the robust orbital-invariant metrics quan-
tifying the interactions between many-determinantal adiabatic
states (such as ∥γ∥) rather than relying on simple proxies
such as the diabatic state composition and weights of CR
configurations.40
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APPENDIX A: CONTRIBUTIONS FROM THE
SEPARABLE PART OF TPDM TO CHARGE AND SPIN
CUMULANTS

Below, we evaluate the contribution to the total expecta-
tion value from the so-called separable part of TPDM. These
contributions arise due to the bra and ket determinants that
are either identical or differ by the state of one electron only
(i.e., are singly excited with respect to each other). When
calculating state properties, such contributions are often domi-
nant, which is exploited, for example, in the so-called mean-
field approximation for spin-orbit coupling calculations. The
contributions from the non-separable part of TPDM to physical
observables are often much smaller because they arise due to
the contributions of the cross-terms arising from the bra and ket
determinants that are doubly excited with respect to each other.
This is, however, not the case here—the contributions from
the non-separable TPDM to charge and spin cumulants are
essential. This result becomes clear by considering a Hartree-
Fock wave function for which TPDM is separable and the
charge cumulant assumes the following form:

−πAB =


p∈A;q∈B
γ2
pq. (A1)

Thus, for a diatomic system (or for a dimer), the CR between
the two units requires OPDM to have non-zero AB blocks.
Consequently, for a separable wave function, ΨA · ΨB, γAB

≡ 0 and there is no CR.
The separable part of TPDM is

Γ
sep
pqr s = ρr pγqs − ρrqγps + ρsqγpr − ρspγqr − Γre fpqr s, (A2)

where ρ and γ are OPDM for the reference and the target state,
respectively, and Γre f term corrects for double-counting of the
reference determinant contributions:

Γ
ref
ijkl = −δliδkj + δkiδlj.

For the theories formulated using a single vacuum reference
state,76 Φ0 (e.g., CIS, TDDFT, EOM-CC, ADC, and RAS-SF)

ρr p =



δr p, r,p ∈ occupied in Φ0,

0, otherwise,
(A3)

and γ is the regular OPDM,

γpq ≡ ⟨p+q⟩. (A4)

When contracted with a two-electron operator, Â = 1
2


pqr s

Apqr sp†q†sr , the separable part of TPDM gives the following
contribution to the overall matrix element:

α2e =
1
2


pq

γpq




r s

ρr s
�
Aprqs + Ar psq − Apr sq − Ar pqs

�
−1

2


i j

(Ai j i j − Ai j j i)

=
1
2


pq

γpq




i

�
Apiqi + Ai piq − Apiiq − Ai pqi

�

−1
2


i j

(Ai j i j − Ai j j i). (A5)
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Thus,

⟨N̂AN̂B⟩sep = N ref
A

N ref
B + Ncorr

A N ref
B + Ncorr

B N ref
A
, (A6)

where N ref
A

and Ncorr
A denote the number of electrons in the

reference determinant and in the correlated part of the DM, i.e.,

qA = N ref
A
+ Ncorr

A .

This gives rise to the following expression for πAB:

(πAB)sep = −Ncorr
A Ncorr

B , (A7)

where we used Eq. (12). It is now apparent that πAB computed
using separable part of TPDM cannot describe CR effects; this
information is encoded in the non-separable TPDM.

ZAB derived from the separable part of TPDM is zero; the
non-trivial contribution to ZAB arises from the non-separable
part of TPDM.

APPENDIX B: DENSITY-MATRIX FREE
COMPUTATIONS OF CUMULANTS

Here, we describe an approach for deriving programmable
expressions for calculations of cumulants that do not require
calculation of TPDM. Consider a cumulant ΠUV , see Eq. (6),
of two one-electron operators, V̂ and Û ,

Û =

pq

upqp+q, (B1)

V̂ =

r s

vr sr+s. (B2)

Then,

ÛV̂ =

pq

(uv)pqp+q +

pqr s

(u ⊗ v)pqr sp+q+sr, (B3)

where (u ⊗ v)pqr s = uprvqs. Thus, the target expectation value
can be written as follows:

⟨ÛV̂ ⟩ =

pq

(uv)pqγpq +

pqr s

(u ⊗ v)pqr sΓpqr s, (B4)

where γ and Γ are reduced OPDM and TPDM, respectively.
In cases when TPDM is not available, one may use an

alternative strategy for obtaining programmable expressions
for the cumulants. By defining

|ΨU⟩ = Û |Ψ⟩ and |ΨV⟩ = V̂ |Ψ⟩, (B5)

one can rewrite the cumulant expression as a scalar product,

⟨ÛV̂ ⟩ = ⟨ΨU |ΨV⟩, (B6)

and ⟨V̂ ⟩ as an overlap integral,

⟨V̂ ⟩ = ⟨Ψ|ΨV⟩. (B7)

In the case of a non-hermitian theory such as EOM-CC, one
should use an appropriate left eigenstate, ⟨Ψ| when defining
⟨ΨU |. Then,

ΠUV = ⟨ΨU |ΨV⟩ − ⟨ΨU |Ψ⟩⟨Ψ|ΨV⟩. (B8)

This equation can be used as a starting point for computing
cumulants for an arbitrary wave function. Appendix C presents
such derivations for general CI.

APPENDIX C: EXPRESSIONS FOR CHARGE AND SPIN
CUMULANTS FOR GENERAL CI WAVE FUNCTIONS

Here, we describe a computational strategy for computing
the charge and spin cumulants for general CI wave functions
expressed in determinantal representation.4,77 We note that in
the context of RAS-CI, the RAS-SF amplitudes can be easily
converted into the canonical RAS-CI ones by a Hodge-like
duality transformation, as described in Refs. 78 and 79.

We consider a general CI ansatz for the target wave
functions that have equal number of α and β electrons, n(α)
= n(β) ≡ n = N

2 . The full fragment-localized spin-orbital ba-
sis set can be divided into the α and β subsets,

{{φk},{φ̄l}},
where bar denotes β spin-orbitals. Each Slater determinant can
be denoted by two strings (each of length n) specifying α and
β orbitals that are occupied in this determinant,

|I P̄⟩ = |φi1φi2 . . . φinφ̄p1φ̄p2 . . . φ̄pn⟩, (C1)

where I ≡ {i1, i2, . . . , in}. In these notations, a general CI wave
function can be written as

|Ψ⟩ =

I,P

XI P̄ |I P̄⟩. (C2)

Using the above expression and the definition of number
operators,

X A
I P̄
= ⟨I P̄|N̂A|Ψ⟩ and XB

I P̄
= ⟨I P̄|N̂B|Ψ⟩. (C3)

With the definitions from Appendix B,

qA = ⟨Ψ|ΨA⟩, (C4)
πAB = ⟨ΨA|ΨB⟩ − qAqB, (C5)

where

⟨Ψ|ΨA⟩ =

I,P

XI P̄X A
I P̄
, (C6)

⟨ΨA|ΨB⟩ =

I,P

XB
I P̄

X A
I P̄
. (C7)

Using Eq. (C3) and the strong orthogonality between the or-
bitals localized on fragments A and B and the orthogonality
between the α and β spin-orbitals, we obtain:

⟨I P̄|N̂A|JQ̄⟩ = ⟨I |N̂A|J⟩δPQ + ⟨P̄|N̂A|Q̄⟩δI J (C8)

from which we obtain

X A
I P̄
=


J

N A
I JXJ P̄ +


Q

N A
PQXI Q̄, (C9)

where

N A
I J = ⟨I |N̂A|J⟩ and N A

PQ = ⟨P̄|N̂A|Q̄⟩. (C10)

These matrix elements can be trivially computed by applying
the Slater rules.

For calculations of charge cumulants, it is sufficient to
compute πAA for which we need to evaluate the following:

⟨ΨA|ΨA⟩ =

I,P

|X A
I P̄
|2. (C11)
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Following the same strategy, we can compute the spin cumu-
lant ZAA. In this case,

|ΨA⟩ ≡ SA
z =


I,P

Y A
IP|I P̄⟩, (C12)

Y A
IP =

1
2
*.
,


J

N A
I JXJ P̄ −


Q

N A
PQXI Q̄

+/
-
. (C13)

Thus,

ZAA = ⟨ΨA|ΨA⟩ =

I,P

|Y A
I P̄
|2. (C14)

APPENDIX D: ORBITAL LOCALIZATION SCHEME
USING MULLIKEN CHARGES

Here, we describe the fragment orbital localization algo-
rithm employed in all RAS-CI calculations. The approach in
based on maximization and minimization of Mulliken charges
in the fragment orbitals. Throughout this appendix, i and I
indexes correspond to canonical and orthogonal fragment or-
bitals, respectively, and µ, ν, . . . to atomic orbitals.

We define the density matrix contribution corresponding
to orbital i (D(i)

µν) and the corresponding population matrix
(P(i)

µν) as

D(i)
µν = cµicνi, (D1)

P(i)
µν = SµνD(i)

µν, (D2)

where S is the overlap matrix.
Then, the gross orbital population (GOP) of ν in i, and the

gross fragment population (GFP) of the fragment A in i are
defined as

GOP(i)
ν =


µ

P(i)
µν, (D3)

GFP(i)
A
=


ν∈A

GOP(i)
ν =


µ,ν∈A

P(i)
µν. (D4)

Analogously, we define GFP of the fragment A in the fragment
orbital I,

GFP(I )
A
=


µ,ν∈A

P(I )
µν =


µ,ν∈A

Sµν

M
i j

Xi IX j Icµicν j, (D5)

where M is the number of canonical orbitals and X is the
canonical to fragment orbital transformation matrix. Regroup-
ing the terms, we can express GFP(I )

A
in a compact form as

GFP(I )
A
= x†IQAxI , (D6)

where xI is the column of the X matrix corresponding to the
of fragment orbital I in terms of canonical orbitals and

Q(i j)
A
=


µ,ν∈A

Sµνcµicν j . (D7)

The fragment localized orbitals correspond to those that maxi-
mize/minimize GFP(I )

A
under the orthonormality condition.

Thus, we must find local maxima and minima of the Lagrange
function,

L = x†IQAxI − λ(x†IxI − 1), (D8)

∇x†
I
L = 0⇒ QAxI − λxI = 0. (D9)

Hence, the orthogonal fragment orbitals are obtained by diag-
onalizing the M × M QA matrix.
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